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Executive reports

The Executive Board of the World Dance Alliance Asia Pacific (WDAAP) is elected by the membership every two years at the Annual General Meeting, which is held in a different country each year and is hosted by the local WDA chapter. The Executive Board consists of the President, the Vice President, the Secretary, the Treasurer and four regional Vice Presidents, who represent the interests of their regions: East Asia, South-East Asia, South Asia and the Pacific. Members with a specific interest in the affairs of one of these regions should contact the designated Vice President. If members wish to contribute to issues within their own countries, they should contact their Chapter heads.
President’s report
by Urmimala Sarkar Muni

In these strange times, one remembers Antonio Gramsci’s words “pessimism of the intellect, optimism of the will” that he wrote in his Prison Notebooks. Covid-19 holds us literally in our ‘safe’ spaces, prisoners of our concerns for others and selves. This pandemic restricts our thoughts, movements and our communicative processes in more ways than one.

Dance has suffered, and so have dancers. Lack of freedom to use studios, lack of patronage in the troubled times, and lack of any possibilities for performing for a live audience seemed like a death knell for dance and dancers for a while. But the relentless “optimism of the will” has prevented us from becoming discouraged and most dancers are trying different ways and means to dance, to conquer the challenges and to make a living.

The internet is a saviour for many in these times. It opens small, limited but powerfully enabling windows of communication for all, and dancers have managed to change their modes, mediums and methods of moving, teaching, choreographing and being visible. “Cynicism of the intellect” may be debilitating at times , but it has not been able to kill the “optimism of will”. World Dance Alliance Asia Pacific extends its encouragement and support to the dance community. DANCE WE MUST – for us, for those around us, and for our future generations.

I am extremely happy to report that the Taiwan Dance Research Society (TDRS) and World Dance Alliance Asia Pacific (WDAAP) are organising the International Dance Conference in Taiwan and the WDAAP Annual General Meeting – scheduled to be held on 26th and 27th of December 2020 – as a symbol of hope and love for dance. Let us all thank Taoying High School for hosting the conference in these difficult times. The international presentations shall be on screen while Taiwanese scholars and dancers shall come together for this significant event. We are happy that Prof. Yunyu Wang’s unbound energy and enthusiasm helped us to continue WDAAP’s yearly event and AGM.

Last year we had a beautiful event – the Ocean Dance Festival, on the serene sea shores of Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh. Looking back the memory of the event seems almost surreal in its intensity and sincerity.

“We shall go on dancing, researching dance, and celebrating the spirit of togetherness through dance.

In these troubled times filled with bereavements, ill-health and fear, let’s dance, and celebrating the spirit of togetherness through dance.

As previously announced in an email to the WDA Global Executive from the Secretary-General, Prof. Mohd. Anis Md. Nor, this position will not be contested at the next meeting of the Executive.

The position of Secretary-General was created in 2008 in an effort to bring under one umbrella the work of the WDA regions, i.e. Europe, the Americas and the Asia-Pacific. Much was accomplished during that period under two SGs, Prof. Cheryl Stock and Prof. Mohd. Anis Md. Nor, and we acknowledge the fine work undertaken by both to formalise our modus operandi and to share common ambitions for WDA. These achievements will be preserved as WDA moves forward to a new era.

This pandemic year has seen massive shifts in our expectations and the ways in which the regions are responding, so we have agreed that at the next Global General Meeting (at the next WDA Global Summit, in Hong Kong in June 2022, if all goes according to plan) the key agenda items will be a review of WDA structures and communications with a view to finding a new way forward for the organisation.

We invite members to submit ideas and suggestions for a new look WDA, perhaps even considering working across regions through networks chaired by expert leaders in their fields (e.g. research, education, health & welfare, etc). We should also consider new governance for WDA, membership and communication methods, and ways of evaluating effectiveness as a world dance organisation connected through common interests and skills.

This conversation is important for the future of WDA and our membership, and we look forward to continuing the discussion directly with regional heads, chapter heads and individual members.

WDAAP announces the initiation of a global dialogue on the contemporary concerns of dance and dancers, in the form of a webinar series.

We shall be planning two days of keynote speeches and round-tables to have a focused and yet inclusive dialogue on ‘Dancing and ‘Net’working: Presence and Representation in a Changed World’. Please look for updates on our Facebook page.
Special Thanks

World Dance Alliance wishes to thank Prof. Mohd. Anis Md. Nor for his service as Secretary General of our global organisation from 2016 to 2020. We look back on decades of international events bringing the global dance community closer together.
Network reports

The World Dance Alliance works through four Networks, based on specific areas of interest and embracing the mandate of the organisation. Each network has a chairperson and co-chair who coordinate activities to advance the issues raised by these special interest groups. Network Chairs initiate and drive the work of special interest groups within the WDAAP and provide two reports annually on their activities for Asia–Pacific Channels.

About the networks

The Research and Documentation Network supports and initiates projects that engage contemporary insights into dance as a vibrant part of diverse scholarly and artistic conversations. The network regularly publishes journals, books and conference proceedings and encourages members to participate in writing, editing and reviewing for these publications. It also encourages publications in differing formats and languages whilst maintaining English as the lingua franca for communication. Individual projects proposed by members addressing the heritage and future of dance, to include ideas for implementation, are encouraged and supported through this network.

The Education and Training Network provides a forum for professional exchange to improve dance curriculum content and delivery, and opportunities for sharing information and resources.

The Creation and Presentation Network provides opportunities for choreographic development, presentation, networking and cultural exchange. It includes choreographers, dancers, designers, composers, filmmakers and other collaborators.

The Support and Development Network focuses on dance-based activities in terms of management, promotion, distribution, advocacy, policy and funding, through members who practice in these areas. It equally encompasses members who are concerned with the social and physical well being of dance such as health professionals, somatic practitioners, community facilitators and legal advisors. In all these aspects communication networks—professional and social—are an important driver for dance sustainability.
Education & Training
Network report
By Ralph Buck

Preamble
UNESCO has established a global initiative to reimagine how knowledge and learning can shape the future of humanity and the planet. This project is titled: Futures of Education: Learning to Become. The final report will be released at the 41st General Conference of UNESCO November 2021. Details can be found at https://en.unesco.org/futuresofeducation/

The World Alliance for Arts Education (WAAE) of which WDA is an Executive member, was asked to provide input. Sarah Knox, WDAAP Education Network Chair and Ralph Buck WDA representative on the WAAE, contributed the comment below.

Dance Education and Futures of Education
Humans need meaning and community. We have always valued myths, stories, rituals, performance, and dance as a way to explain and understand our self and the people we exist with.

When we as dance educators and artists consider our present global and local contexts and the future of education we must consider the integral, if not central, role the arts play in enabling us to make sense of now and plan for the future. As we make meaning, we make culture and re-make it through history. Importantly diverse communities make diverse cultures and they are equal, though history persistently reveals inequities, colonization and destruction of such diversity.

As we look forward, we do this championing diversity in every eco-system, knowing that there is no universal truth and no universal model for education. That is teachers, learners, curriculum, contexts, careers, communities, families will all be diverse, and for us as a humanity to survive (and for our planet to survive) we must cherish, accept, love, foster, protect and understand diversity.

As we seek a peaceful co-existence inclusive of diverse political systems and nation states we argue that culture and dance education are integral and sustainable assets. The arts can in the next generation serve us in protecting ourselves and the planet much better than we do now. How?

• Championing dance education pedagogies that value inclusion, participation, agency, experience and dialogue
• Ensuring that dance education is relevant to learners, their communities, their aspirations
• Respecting that at the heart of education be it in the studio or on-line is the relationship between teachers and learners. It is rooted in a humanity of relationships
• Welcoming and celebrating the interplay between dance educators and artists
• Championing the methodologies and practices in which dance education helps children express their ideas, fears, concerns, solutions and aspirations
• Championing dance educators as assets that can enable future policy development that seek solutions to global concerns re climate change, moral degradation, nationalism, socio-economic inequities, gender inequity and bio-diversity
• Recognising that the interplay between education, society and work will be much more fluid, that is, learners will be in and out of formal education systems throughout their life span; that informal education outside of regulated systems will increasingly provide core education experience
• Critiquing and researching cultural practices and dance education with a view for fostering inclusion and tolerance of others world views and practices
• Maximising participation in quality dance education in formal and informal education contexts
• Making education concrete and real through tangible arts experiences where in the learner has ownership and agency in a safe learning environment
• Integrating dance education across other disciplines of knowing and researching
• Seeing the arts as a ‘technology' for archiving, documenting, facilitating knowledge creation
• Celebrating dance education as a means for initiating and interrupting social revolution, and that such alternative ideas come from a freedom to explore and express oneself.

Here, we advocate for the transformative role and power that dance education has and can enable. This rests on valuing dance education as being a requisite part of all people’s education in the year 2050.
Thanks to Stephanie Burridge
by Anja Ali-Haapala, co-chair

In this Channels, we are announcing that Stephanie Burridge has officially stepped down as Research & Documentation (R&D) Network Co-Chair. We thank and acknowledge Stephanie’s 14 years of service and leadership in the R&D Network. Since joining Urmimala Sarkar Munsi as Co-Chair in 2006, Stephanie has proposed ambitious projects. Most significantly, the Celebrating Dance in Asia and the Pacific Routledge book series has raised the profile of dance scholarship and practice across our region. This series is also significant as an early example of foregrounding the artist voice alongside academics and presenting multiple perspectives from diverse communities. Seven titles have been published to date, focusing on Australia, Cambodia, India, Malaysia, Singapore, the South Pacific and Taiwan. More recently, Stephanie co-edited Perspectives on Dance, Young People and Change, a project that was jointly supported by WDA and daCi. Stephanie’s work on this anthology supported several Asia-Pacific R&D members to contribute chapters. Behind the scenes, Stephanie has been a key contributor to the coordination of scholarly presentations at WDAAP conferences, often undertaking the significant task of facilitating the peer review process. Additionally, Stephanie has been a strong supporter of initiatives for emerging researchers exemplified through her championing of the Emerging Scholars session at the 2015 WDAAP conference in Singapore. Her sustained work within the R&D Network has led to new collaborations, greater profile and connectivity for dance research and practice in the Asia Pacific and beyond.

We also would like to acknowledge Stephanie’s considered approach to transitioning the network into new leadership. Since 2018, this has been a gentle process of onboarding where Stephanie has taken on the role of mentor as we navigated our new roles in the WDAAP network. This slow transition has given us a solid foundation from which we will leap into the next phase of the R&D Network.

Navigating Location, Negotiating Identity: 2020 Conference by A.P. Rajaram

This year, the R&D network has collaborated with the TDRS (Taiwan) conference committee mentored by Prof. Yunyu Wang and her wonderful team to conduct planning for the scholarly presentations for the conference ‘Navigating Location, Negotiating Identity 2020’, being held in Kaohsiung, Taiwan. Even though the conference’s specific focus was discussed after the WDAAP and daCi conference in Adelaide, Australia, the active participation of R&D’s team in assisting and discussing started only after December 2019, right after the Ocean Dance Festival in November 2019 at Cox’s Bazaar, Bangladesh. The discussions were regular in finalizing the deadlines and organizing the received abstracts for the academic papers. The original conference dates were fixed for 8-9 August 2020. When the Covid-19 pandemic broke out affecting multiple nations from March 2020, it was decided by the conference committee that the deadline needed to be extended for submissions as a part of organizing the conference. After a series of lock downs, the conference has been shifted, with suggestions from WDA board members, to 26-27 December 2020. It involved a lot of effort and mentorship from Prof. Yunyu Wang to change the schedule.

The conference focuses on navigating locations and negotiating identities in the context of various dance forms in the world. The academic papers that were selected this time include research on dance practices, choreographic analysis, ritual practices, performance practices of various geographical localities, pedagogical understanding or dance, histories and ethnographies. We have worked to confirm selections of sixty-three papers which include scholarly presentations, panel presentations and lecture demonstrations. Along with academic papers, there are about twenty-one dance works for the showcase and sixteen master classes conducted by international dance exponents.

After the imposition of strict travel restrictions due to Covid-19 in the host country, and its regulations and advice from the government officials, the committee members from both WDA and TDRS decided that the international scholars can record and send a film clip of their academic paper presentations. This idea was well received by the international scholars, and those who cannot make it to the conference are sending their clips. These film clips are planned to be showcased along with the presentations by those presenters who are already there in Taiwan.

Journal of Emerging Dance Scholarship (JEDS) 2020 Editorial Team by A.P. Rajaram

The R&D Network is happy to introduce our new guest editorial team for the Journal of Emerging Dance Scholarship (JEDS) who are actively working on the 2020 issue. Discussions about putting together a team started during the Ocean Dance Festival in 2019. This editorial team consists of four scholars: Dr. Priyanka Basu, Dr. Ilana Morgan, Dr. Julie Mulvihill, and Dr. A.P. Rajaram (as the coordinator of submissions). Dr. Priyanka Basu is a Project Curator at Two Centuries of Indian Print at the British Library and a Visiting Scholar at SOAS South Asia Institute, both in London. Dr. Ilana Morgan is an Assistant Professor at the Department of Dance and Director of the Community Dance Centre at Texas Women’s University, USA. Dr. Julie Mulvihill was trained and taught with Birmingham Ballet in Birmingham, Alabama, and is a regular member of the summer faculty, teaching at the Academy of Dance Arts in Knoxville, Tennessee, USA. Dr. A. P. Rajaram is an Assistant Professor, Performing Arts Department, Presidency University, in Kolkata, West Bengal, India. The team is meeting virtually on a regular basis and working on publishing JEDS Vol. 8 digitally as early as December 2020 and, as usual, this issue will present a variety of interesting topics.
Chapter reports

Countries or defined geographical areas within a regional centre may become Chapter members, providing information and coordinating the dance activities within their boundaries. They are important points in regional and global communication and networking. These Chapters propose and implement projects that address not only the general goals of WDA and WDA Asia Pacific, but also the specific needs of the local dance community.

Chapters

Aotearoa New Zealand, Australia, Bangladesh, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Nepal, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand.

Countries with representatives but no formalised Chapters: East Timor and Papua New Guinea.
In this latter part of 2020, we have been fortunate in Aotearoa New Zealand to see the lowering of Covid-19 alert levels across the country and the consequential lifting of restrictions on live performances and gatherings. It has been both a pleasure and relief to see our dancers and dance companies finally taking to the stage again after so much disappointment and financial loss earlier in the year. New Zealand audiences have enthusiastically swarmed back to theatres and other venues, with many seasons quickly selling out.

With the return of live dance performances artists have also embraced the opportunity to collaborate across art forms once more. The natural connection between dance and music in particular has been fully exploited as artists have emerged from the constraints of lockdown to the joy of creating and performing live together in front of audiences as before.

The Royal New Zealand Ballet fittingly opened their luminous end of year production of The Sleeping Beauty on World Ballet Day 29 October, having cancelled two seasons earlier in the year as a result of the pandemic. Live orchestral accompaniment to the ballet made its welcome return to the theatre at the same time and this traditional pairing of two art forms is providing heightened enjoyment to dancers, musicians and audiences alike as the show traverses the country on national tour.

Contemporary dance company Footnote New Zealand Dance is just wrapping up its national tour of Undercurrent – two absorbing new dance works created by Japanese artist Kota Yamazaki and New Zealand choreographer Rose Philpott. Both works are paired with powerful original sound scores by New Zealand sonic artists Jesse Austin-Stewart and Eden Muhlolland respectively.

Atamira Dance Company has also returned to the theatre with brand new work Ngā Wai. Choreographed by Sean MacDonald and supported by a multidiscipline design team, the creation of Ngā Wai is a celebration of some of Aotearoa’s most creative performance artists and the wealth of stories that are held by Māori. Black Grace is yet another company returning to theatres and debuting new work with the premiere of 3 Dances. Choreographed by Founding Artistic Director Neil Ieremia, these poetic works of unrelenting physical power aim to inspire with themes of resistance and resilience.

After its inaugural success in 2019, Experimental Dance Week Aotearoa, curated by Alexa Wilson, is excited to present another live festival this year in December. After many re-programmings and re-schedulings in the Covid-19 climate, these poetic works of unrelenting physical power aim to inspire with themes of resistance and resilience. At its inaugural success in 2019, Experimental Dance Week Aotearoa, curated by Alexa Wilson, is excited to present another live festival this year in December. After many re-programmings and re-schedulings in the Covid-19 climate, these poetic works of unrelenting physical power aim to inspire with themes of resistance and resilience.

2020 marks the 11th year that the Pacific Dance Choreographic Lab has been presented in New Zealand. It seeks to foster creativity, ingenuity, risk-taking, discovery and collaboration which impacts the future of dance for our Pacific artists, not just in Aotearoa but globally. Selected choreographers for 2020 Ankaramy Fepulea, Lomina-Meteri Aratia and Albert Latalakepa presented thrilling narrative-based dance pieces to an appreciative audience at Auckland Art Gallery as part of Auckland Art Week’s Late Night Art event in October.

Our leading tertiary dance education providers – the New Zealand School of Dance, Unitec Dance, University of Auckland, University of Otago – have all ended this most challenging of years on a high note with their respective Graduation Seasons. New Zealand School of Dance is presenting There & Then / Here & Now, showcasing the depth of student talent and the School’s creative diversity. The Unitec Dance SHOWCASE 2020 similarly celebrated diversity featuring three new works by choreographers Chrisey Kokri of The New Zealand Dance Company, Charlene Tedrow, Artistic Director of Ura Tabu Pacific Dance Company, and Yiling Chen, who worked remotely with students from Unitec’s shared programme with Beijing Dance Academy, to develop a dance film reflective of their unique collaborative relationship.

Many of those who had to cancel their live performances due to Covid-19 found inventive ways to keep creating and presenting work. DANZ was proud to support the launch and presentation of an experimental project from Java Dance Theatre, which highlighted the connections between dancers and musicians in creating new works under difficult times. Inspired by 101 duets during lockdown, Java Dance Theatre brought 26 dancers and musicians together in Wellington to experiment, progressing to a live-streamed experiment, progressing to a live-streamed showing in Wellington and a performance at Hawkes Bay Arts Festival. Tempo Dance Festival made the decision early in the year to move their entire festival to the digital platform and have presented an inspiring menu of live and pre-recorded dance works throughout the year.

 Aside from all of the major productions and companies returning to the stage, it has also been a great relief for the hundreds of dance studios throughout the country to be able to welcome their students back – now happily enjoying regular classes again.

We are most fortunate to be in this position in Aotearoa New Zealand to have almost full access again to all that dance offers and fervently hope that other countries will soon enjoy a similar return to former levels of creative engagement across the entire dance spectrum.
While the Covid-19 pandemic continues, there has been some lifting of domestic travel restrictions for most Australians, and for events including live performances, sporting events and family gatherings.

International travel – both in and out of Australia – is still banned except for returning residents and emergency medical situations.

Ausdance National elected a new board at its Annual General Meeting earlier this year, and it was decided to revive the Australian Dance Awards which had been discontinued in 2019 due to limited resources. The board felt that work produced in 2018 and 2019 should be acknowledged, and nominations were called for both years back in May.

With nominations now completed and short lists announced in twelve categories for both years by an expert panel, preparations are being made to live-stream the Awards ceremony on 8 December.

The two Lifetime Achievement Awards have been announced in advance, going to Janet Karin OAM for 2020 and Jill Sykes AM for 2019, with citations provided by dance historian and writer Dr Michelle Potter. Janet’s citation reads in part:

For over 60 years Janet Karin has been a significant force in the world of Australian dance. She has been respected as a dancer, teacher, artistic director, mentor, researcher and academic and in each of those roles has shown a deep commitment to dance and an intelligent and searching approach to the growth of the art form.

Jill’s citation states that:

Jill Sykes has been writing about the arts, dance in particular, since 1960 when she began working as a cadet journalist in Adelaide with The Advertiser. She has been freelancing since 1979 and is respected as a dance writer and critic for the breadth of her outlook, which encompasses all forms of dance; for the honesty of her approach; and for the inspiration her reviews and articles generate for her readers.

The Ausdance network will actively participate in the Awards presentation ceremony by organising watch parties and the presentation of trophies to those who reside in their States or Territories.

In other news, Ausdance National has established a dance education advisory group to work with the National Advocates for Arts Education reps Jeff Meiners and Sue Fox. The group met for the first time in November and agreed to formalise the arrangement for future consultation. Its first task is to assist in the review of The Australian Curriculum: The Arts (Dance) being undertaken by ACARA, the Australian Curriculum, Assessment & Reporting Authority. Similar advisory groups are being formed by the other four art forms included in the curriculum: drama, music, visual arts and media arts. These are all now given equal space in a curriculum that emphasises equal opportunity and entitlement for all students from Kindergarten to Year 10.

In this year of Covid-19 there has been a plethora of parliamentary inquiries into the impact of the pandemic on the arts and related industries. The latest, a Parliamentary Inquiry into Australia’s Creative and Cultural Industries and Institutions, called for submissions in September, so Ausdance National made a comprehensive submission about the breadth of dance practice in Australia, its impact on the lives of everyone from the very young to the aged, and the financial and artistic issues now being faced by dance companies, independent artists, teachers and dance studios. All submissions can be read here.

The Ausdance network has continued to make a powerful contribution to dance dialogue this year, facilitating Zoom meetings across all sectors of the dance industry when so many small businesses, companies and freelance artists are suddenly isolated from peers and reliable information about the COVID-19 environment. Studio teachers have been particularly impacted by the pandemic lock-downs, and Ausdance offices in each State and Territory have worked with them to clarify rules around practice, Covid-safe plans and re-opening.

The Ausdance network has also introduced Zoom programs such as the Street Dance Roundtable; a forum on accessible dance education, training and practice; a discussion entitled ‘My Same, Your Difference: Disability, Ability and the Body’; ‘Holding Live Events, Productions & Performances’ and ‘Recreational Structured Partner Dancing’.

As some Ausdance offices are offering free membership until the end of the year, numbers have soared, a wonderful way to connect with all sectors of the dance community across the country and to share information and support.
2021 is approaching and people are getting used to this new normal. The dance industry of Bangladesh has made a noticeable shift in the last few months. Dancers are making the best use of the resources available to create and communicate.

Nirtyagag, the WDA (Asia Pacific)-Bangladesh chapter, has emphasized inspiring young choreographers and performers to think, read and write about dance more, along with performing. Several initiatives have been taken by various organizations. Since June 2020, Shadona Cultural Centre, headed by Lubna Marium, has started a series of online workshops on safeguarding, inventorying and conducting critical research on the intangible cultural heritage (ICH) of Bangladesh. Initiatives have been taken to build a national, online, community-led, ICH-pedia collaborating with 13 other cultural institutions.

Bangladesh Shilpakala Academy has been arranging a series of webinars on dance research and dance styles of Bengal since July 2020. Nityanandan, headed by leading Manipuri dance exponent Shamilla Banerjee, has been organizing an interesting online event on Facebook, 'Nritto Upolobdhi' (Realization of Dance), where each episode is based on a specific dance style; prominent local and international dancers then share their experience with that style. Eminent Kathak dance exponent Munmun Ahmed has launched a Facebook webcast, ‘Nitter Nepothe’ (Behind the Dance), where legendary dance artists of Bangladesh are sharing their journey of dance. Following the lead of the seniors, Tahrun Ahmedy, a promising young contemporary dancer and choreographer of Bangladesh, has started a live webcast on Facebook interviewing renowned international dance artists, while dancer and organizer Shohag Mahabub Hasan from Bogura is also conducting online interview sessions of dance artists and organizers from around the country. These webinars and webcasts are motivating the dancers to gain knowledge about dance and dancers around the world and to explore other aspects of dance as well.

Dancers are not only confined to webinars but also share their creativity and passion for dance on national and international online dance platforms. Manipuri dance exponent Sweety Das Chowdhury’s choreography, ‘Porakrom Manobi’, a dance piece exploring the power of women, has been presented in Dakshaja, a six-day long virtual festival on the multifarious forms and aspects of Goddess Durga, organized by Maitree Pahari, director of Lok Chanda in New Delhi. Gaudiya dance exponent Rachel Priyanka received accolades by performing in the Dance Synergy Danceathon organized by Sujata Banerjee Dance Company (UK), in Women of the World, a festival by British Council. Dhriti Nartanalaya, headed by Manipuri dance exponent Wards Rihab, has presented dance drama ‘Shaktrurupen’ on an online event organized by Kalhar (USA), and many more. On the other hand, promising young dancers Sudeshna Swayamprabha, Moumita Jaya and Hasan Ishitaque Imran have presented solo Manipuri and Kathak dance recitals in prestigious virtual festivals in India. The dancers have admitted that the online screens cannot provide half of the excitement and involvement that stage performance does but ‘the show must go on’!

In addition, national television channels have started recording dance shows while maintaining safety measures. Many young independent dancers are sharing creative content via their Youtube channels and Facebook while the number of online festivals and competitions is increasing day by day.

Though some studies have started their physical classes on a limited basis, most dance schools are conducting classes online as the government has not withdrawn the lockdown on schools yet. One positive side of these online classes is students from remote districts, who earlier could not come to the city to join dance class, are now getting the opportunity to have good training in dance through online classes. But both students and teachers feel that online dance classes are more stressful than physical classes. Madhurima Roy, a young student from Kolpotoru dance school said, “The struggle it takes to figure out every moment of footwork as well as hand gestures through the screen while learning something new is far more mentally exhausting than it is to physically do real-time classes for longer hours. I remember the times we arrived at classes early and had detailed discussions on what we had learnt so far as well as reminding each other of the forgotten parts from the newly learnt piece which eventually cleared up a lot of confusion and mistakes. I miss those fun times.”

Teachers are trying their best to overcome communication barriers and make online classes more interesting. And everyone is waiting for this pandemic to be over, to go back to studios and stages as they are tired of watching dance and meeting each other through the rectangular screen.
The performing arts scene in Hong Kong continues to face hurdles and uncertainty amidst the pandemic. Due to the third wave of COVID-19 cases spiking from July, social distancing measures were tightened and hence all performance venues were closed again until early October.

Nonetheless, the pandemic did not deter the Hong Kong Alliance from hosting the annual celebration of the outstanding achievements of the local dance scene. The 22nd Hong Kong Dance Awards changed from a physical ceremony to an online presentation on social media Facebook and YouTube on 18 July 2020. The results were announced via the livestream, including the prestigious Distinguished Achievement Award. It was presented to Daniel Yeung, a veteran dance artist, choreographer, curator, mentor and critic, for his immense contribution to dance development in Hong Kong.

Amongst the total 16 awards in 14 categories, the lion’s share of the awards went to City Contemporary Dance Company who received 6 awards, including Outstanding Large Venue Production, Outstanding Ensemble Performance, Outstanding Medium Venue Production, Outstanding Performance by a Female Dancer, as well as awards for Outstanding Dance Education and Outstanding Services to Dance.

In embracing the ‘new normal’, artists and dance companies premiered their works through online platform and initiated cross-disciplinary collaborations between dance and digital media. For example, R & T (Rhythm & Tempo) redesigned its 2.0 version of Jazz It Up, a tap dance performance which was cancelled in February, to be broadcast online in June. Ghost and John presented their multimedia ensemble work Meniscus Going Online in July. It presented a collision of online gaming experience and visual culture in the form of dance performance and spoken text. In September, City Contemporary Dance Company (CCDC) opened their Digital Dance Season with the Jumping Frames International Dance Video Festival “Local Focus”, an online streaming that lined up a series of dance films directed and produced by local artists.

Despite the closure of theatres and performance venues, the pandemic situation inspired artists and arts administrators in seeking alternative ways to make works and present them. With the utilization of internet, audiences of theatres across the globe can be reached beyond the geographical boundary. It encouraged acceptance and cultivated more cross-over between dance and multimedia as well as other disciplines of art forms.

In August, the Hong Kong Dance Alliance conducted focus group meetings with dance practitioners including producers, dancers from small and medium dance companies and independent choreographers to understand better their challenges and difficulties under the pandemic situation. Questionnaires were also distributed to stakeholders to collect the impact of cancellation of dance performances and the adverse effect of COVID-19 to the local dance scene. These findings were summarized and had been submitted to the related government departments and parties. This is to advocate for further support from government and raise public concern on the adverse effect by the pandemic on the local dance scene. The Alliance will continue to uphold the responsive actions and strive to bring the dance community together through this tough time.
A promise to dance on

Dancing the present

While the pandemic has created a certain pause in the performance spectrum, it has opened up many possibilities of experimentation that expand negotiations between space, body and movement forms. In India, it has also created a painful distinction between those who can afford or access the new media platforms that come at a certain price as well as privilege, and those who are deprived of such privileges due to geographical, economic or other reasons. For the dancers who can afford a smart phone at least, the camera has become the central part of a dance performance, a conduit, an assistant at no direct interaction or exchange happening. There is an explosion of dance online, with huge number of dancers from India constantly posting on social media. We dancers are now multi-tasking with dance theatre, screen-dance and dance therapy, trying to be there for each other in economic and other kinds of distress and even designing dance for camera for others – on the online platform.

End of an Era: The Passing of Amala Shankar and Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan

Amala Shankar (27 June 1919 – 24 July 2020), the famous dancer, choreographer and teacher, passed away peacefully at the age of 101. Dance had happened to her at the age of eleven years, and since then Amala Shankar dreamt, talked and lived dance till the last day of her life. She joined the world renowned dancer Uday Shankar’s school in Almora in 1940 and married him in 1942. She continued to be his principle dancer while becoming a successful choreographer herself. Amala was a teacher par excellence. At her institution Udai Shankar India Culture Centre in Kolkata she taught children and adults for 50 years, from 1965 till 2015. She always insisted that a good dancer is a keen observer and the student who does well in dance also achieves excellence in her academics.

She trained young bodies and minds for fifty years, and her students have made their distinctive place in dance in India and abroad. She will be remembered for creating a modern dance pedagogy along with her husband Uday Shankar.

Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan (1928 - 2020), the President of Dance Alliance (India) passed away recently in Delhi, bringing an end to an era of planning and building of cultural institutions and bodies in India – in the form of the three Akademis, centralised museums, art galleries, drama school, film school, crafts centres and research bodies. One of the earliest and best recognized dance scholars from South Asia, Dr. Vatsyayan published pioneering research on performing arts and aesthetics. Her absence is a great loss to the large community of dancers and dance scholars.

Dancing/screen dancing: towards the future

Some of the young Indian, Taiwanese and Bangladeshi dancers who participated in the 15-day Choreolab in Cox’s Bazar, Bangladesh, last year with choreographer Sasahar Zariff from Canada as their mentor, have continued to work together online. Their work together has given shape to an online platform. They have started to explore the idea of an extended practice / teaching / performing to make a living as well. The rectangular box was no longer a limitation, and started to be seen as a chance of possibilities, with an upsurge of online festivals like Anita Raimon’s Boxed Festival, Arts Forward India and Pickle Factory’s Arts Alone Together and many more.

AGM, to be held in Taiwan on 26-27 December 2020, where they plan to present a pre-filmed panel with Sasahar Zariff as the moderator/discussant. The presentation is being edited in a documentary format by Sumedha Bhattacharya. There is an explosion of dance online, with huge number of dancers from India constantly posting on social media. We dancers are now multi-tasking with dance theatre, screen-dance and dance therapy, trying to be there for each other in economic and other kinds of distress and even designing dance for camera for others – on the online platform.

End of an Era: The Passing of Amala Shankar and Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan:

Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan (1928 - 2020), the President of Dance Alliance (India) passed away recently in Delhi, bringing an end to an era of planning and building of cultural institutions and bodies in India – in the form of the three Akademis, centralised museums, art galleries, drama school, film school, crafts centres and research bodies. One of the earliest and best recognized dance scholars from South Asia, Dr. Vatsyayan published pioneering research on performing arts and aesthetics. Her absence is a great loss to the large community of dancers and dance scholars.
Second Semester in the Pandemic Year: Rising Up Mode

"YouTube link or URL will be sent by email." This sentence is a common one at the moment. The new normal amid the coronavirus outbreak has become a semi-normal condition in Indonesia, where from July to November more events have been held than in the first semester. During this pandemic, the performers and the organizers have seen several opportunities to stage events in various modes, such as 1) fully virtual performance, 2) live performance, and 3) virtual and live performance combination.

The platform showing fully virtual performance is usually social media; this mode involves no audience engagement in the video-making process. Only a few performances: documentation mode, dance film mode, and live streaming. One using documentation mode was by Jayadipuran Culture & Art (JCA), a festival organized by Centre for the Preservation of Cultural Values in the Special Region of Yogyakarta (BPNB D.I. Yogyakarta), and aired via its YouTube channel from 12–16 October 2020. Ten dance groups based in Yogyakarta participated in this event, choosing classical or contemporary dance, with all the shooting taking place in one take in a single day. Two live streaming mode models exist: first, live broadcasting what is on stage, and second, an edited video broadcast by streaming. For example, the Bedhaya Saptarasa dance performance on 19 October 2020 was posted through live-streaming from a performance on stage, broadcast via Kraton Jogja’s YouTube channel. The spectators could see whatever movements the camera was shooting; while they missed seeing other movements, they were able to see the part in the shot in detail.

The recorded live-streaming is the second mode, for example the work of Ari Ersandi in Jaring Laba-Laba di Beranda Anyka, part of the program Jagongan Wagen organized by Padepokan Seni Bagong Kusudiardja. Due to the pandemic, Ari’s work transformed into a virtual performance. As discussed with the video team how the camera becomes the eyes of the audience, and he controlled the angle of the camera to enhance the concept of the work.

Supporting virtual performance requires many tools and internet access, however, some Indonesian people cannot access the internet well. One such case was the Tayub ritual show held in Wonosobo, Central Java, which proceeded live. To support the performance, Endang Setyaningi, a dancer from Klaten, went to Wonosobo to perform Tayub on 14 October 2020. The reason for the Tayub ritual is because people in the Klowoh village of Wonosobo believe that Tayub brings fertility and bountiful crops.

For the performance to proceed safely, they emphasized their safety methods. They isolated the village from people outside while the ritual was held. In the previous year, people from all over came to watch the performance, but not this year.

Other events combine live and virtual performance. People cannot get permission to hold an event gathering many audiences physically. To minimize the risk of Covid spread, organizers combine live and virtual performance to reach more people. Kotabumi Art Festival used this method. Kebudayaan Lampung Utara’s YouTube channel streamed this festival on 30 October 2020, with the live performance attended by selected people such as local government members of Lampung Utara district. The seven performances consist of both dance and music.

Lastly, the Indonesian Dance Festival (IDF) was held by combining all of these methods. From 7 until 14 November 2020, IDF had several activities including discussions and performances. This event is the first year for the organizer to hold the festival and its preparation in virtual mode. Eun Me Ahn, a Korean choreographer, presented her work Li Tu Li by Ayu Permata Sari. The performance showed in two modes – live performance and virtual performance – performed by Ayu Permata Sari on two different days.

In the last few months, Indonesian dance performance has combined several methods. Though virtual performance is not a new practice, in my opinion, this model accelerates technological innovation. This method can become a new tradition, thanks to the dynamic aesthetic of every dance technique.
When we wrote our last report, Malaysia was in Covid lockdown. We are now back to lockdown – albeit a more limited one – probably until the end of the year. Once again, theatres and dance studios are closed, and university dance departments are teaching online.

However, MyDance Alliance tries to continue our activities as much as possible. We had some respite from restrictions during the middle of the year, from mid-June to mid-October, and managed to make good progress in that time.

In early September, we held our Annual General Meeting, where we welcomed dancer, choreographer and dance educator Wong Jyh Shyong (known as JS Wong) as our new President, ushering in a new era and direction for our organisation. Bilqis Hijjas, who had been president for 10 years, thanked the MyDance members who had given her so much support during her tenure. In his welcoming speech, JS Wong envisioned the potential to pursue multi-year projects that build from year to year, so that the organisation becomes more impactful and sustainable in the long term. We also welcomed new committee member Kyson Leow.

The AGM attendees launched a spirited discussion about how Covid restrictions have affected the teaching of dance – in primary, secondary and tertiary education, in private studios and through informal activities. Teachers suggested methods to gain the confidence of parents to bring their children back to class after the lockdown. Other teachers discussed how to engage students over Zoom. Some teachers mentioned they had been able to deepen their students’ experience of dance – including lots of video-watching and discussion – in the online context. Their comments and suggestions showed the perseverance and creativity of Malaysian dance teachers during this time of existential crisis.

In August, MyDance held a very successful edition of our performance platform Dancebox, with three shows instead of the usual one to counteract the restriction in seats. Both performers and audiences were extremely enthusiastic and responsive, showing how much we have missed live theatre. MyDance is proud to continue working with Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts Centre, especially at a time when private theatre venues are suffering more than anyone in our arts community.

JS Wong and Faillul Adam also conducted Dance on Camera, an online project mentoring 18 Malaysian artists to create new short dance films. The online project involved 2 workshops and 6 previews providing critical feedback. Now we await a lifting of Covid restrictions, to be disbursed by CENDANA in 2021. If this funding goes where it is needed most, the Malaysian dance community may emerge relatively unscathed from our current state of somewhat suspended animation. We look forward to a brighter, stronger future.

Beh Chin briefly relaunched the teaching of dance to a group of refugee students from the Chin community in Myanmar. We accepted two dance students from Sultan Idris Education University as interns, working on archiving plus their own projects. Plus, our online publication Langkah is currently producing its 2020 edition, with 7 articles in the editorial process.

We look forward to our organisational grant from CENDANA, the Cultural Development Agency of Malaysia, being extended to mid-2021. In line with our aims for that grant, we hope to hold a MyDance Festival early next year.

Expanding our organisation’s scope, JS Wong spearheaded a proposal for a host of dance activities to be held at Petaling Jaya Performing Arts Centre, a new private venue which will start operations in the popular 1Utama Shopping Centre next year. Outside MyDance, the rest of the Malaysian dance community is prioritising its pivot to digital. Among prominent developments, Kwang Tung Dance Company launched Menetas Awan, a series of original dance films and photos, on topics from Loneliness to Love. Sutra Foundation and Masakini Theatre Company organised Gerak Angin, an online festival of Malaysian art, supported by the Ministry of Tourism and Culture. It offers sumptuously filmed dance items including established players The Performing Arts of Todern and Dua Space Dance Theatre. Dancer Hii Ing Fung and theatre director Loh Kok Man organised Dancing Forward: A Roundtable Marathon for Dance: two days of discussions on key dance issues (MyDance president JS Wong appeared on the panel on “bad dance”). Finally, ASK Dance Company launched Forging Tradition: Beyond Borders, taking its popular series of traditional Malay dance classes online.

The Malaysian government recently announced MYR 15 million (USD 3.6 million) to support the arts and culture community affected by Covid restrictions, to be disbursed by CENDANA in 2021. If this funding goes where it is needed most, the Malaysian dance community may emerge relatively unscathed from our current state of somewhat suspended animation. We look forward to a brighter, stronger future.
Dancers are flexible, literally and figuratively. Filipinos are resourceful people used to finding creative means to earn income. Barely a few months into the mandatory lockdown, some studios and companies were already on the verge of shutting down completely, yet it seemed only natural for Filipino dance artists to immediately find audacious ways to thrive.

**Behind the Screens**

The Cultural Center of the Philippines’ Choreographers Series (CCPCS) used digital platforms to expand the reach of its programs to a critical mass of people for the promotion of contemporary dance. WithBody directed by Myra Beltran, is a competition for the solo-duet form, and this year’s virtual edition focused on using the domestic space or lockdown site. This stretched the possibilities and visions of budding choreographers and questioned the modes of production brought about by the pandemic. The competition streamed online from 28-30 August 28, via online platforms. Second place was a tie between Jasper Narvaez’s “A Crowd of One” and Rose Panuelo’s “Distan(t)ce”. Cheenee Limuaco Barrozo, premiered on 3 October 2020.

CCPCS’s Neofilipino: “The Man is Not Your Friend” was directed by Denise Reyes. This choreographers’ initiative has been archiving Philippine political realities since 2015. It illustrates the pulse of Filipinos by telling collective stories through dance in collaboration with music, film, theater, and animation. Going virtual was an opportunity to look back at what has been done during its years of existence, as well as presenting new pieces that are socially and politically engaged. Team 1’s Adrienne Vergara, Sig Pecho and Stephen Vivas, Team 2’s Paw Castillo and Paul Morales, and Team 3’s Mia Cabafin and Jose Olarte created collaborative works in response to the current situation. Three new works premiered from 28-30 October 2020, along with revisited works from Eri Sonita, Mia Cabafin, Myra Beltran and Denis Reyes. “The Man is Not Your Friend” was a powerful weapon beyond words and confinement.

Continuing the trend of creating films, Souq of Grace was a choreographic research project confronting the limits of creation. Conceptualized by Herbert Alvarez and Elena Laniog, it was designed to be a four-part series involving several artists from across the globe. The first episode entitled “Hakus” (Embrace) edited by filmmaker Ruelo Zuendo with music of Teresa Barroso, premiered on 3 October 2020. The collaborative process included one-on-one sessions online between Laniog and the artists, exploring her “no touch-touch” concept.

Fifth Wall Fest (FWF) was the Philippines’ first online international dance film festival founded and directed by Madge Reyes which ran from 7 to 11 October 2020. They advocated bringing further value to the art of dance filmmaking, and challenging experimentation between dance and film while exploring possibilities and boundaries in the genre. FWF hosted a competition, with entries chosen for their excellence and innovation in the craft. Notable international artists were invited as judges. “Dotted Bodes” by Sagarka Debnath and Prakriti Sharda from India won the Grand Jury Prize, while Filipina Patricia Rivera’s “What Happened to You, Arna?” was awarded the Japan Foundation Prize. The successful festival bridged the gap between local and international communities.

**Maintaining Dance Communities**

National Commission for Cultural and the Arts (NCCA) provided a venue for the community to showcase their best recent works prior to and during the pandemic. More than 50 dance groups from each of the country’s major islands participated in Dance Xchange on Air. Each group received PHP 25,000 (USD 515) as honoraria. About 10 were featured every weekend the whole of October, making it a busy month for dance. The LikhaPH Sustainability Program began as a fundraiser to equip members of the Philippine dance community. Launched in April 2020, it reached a milestone by successfully raising more than a million pesos through the generosity of individuals and institutions. The small group led by Rhosam Prudenciado Jr. was able to support 200 displaced Filipino dance professionals, and has partnered with independent artists for more initiatives. November marked the end of LikhaPH Online which launched last July. Dance teachers were provided a platform to teach free-for-all classes, after which they were paid a fee for their services. Throughout the program’s duration, 107 teachers have participated. LikhaPH also held an online discussion night called Kwentuhan which live-streamed every other Sunday of each month. Guests have been invited to talk about current and upcoming dance projects, dance education, and dance and working overseas, among other topics. LikhaPH remained true to their three pillars, which are create, collaborate and community.

While dance going digital may be a different experience, somehow the sense of awareness and accessibility were heightened. Dance reached a large number and a wider scope of viewers online.

Dancers would rather dance on screen than not dance at all. Amazingly a lot of groups kept organizing projects focused on nearly every advocacy. Initiatives covered fundraisers, creative visions, education, and even a just balanced well-being. The strengthened sense of community is indeed a blessing. Despite the clichéd “dance like nobody’s watching” as we are used to, in the near future we all wish to be able to celebrate and dance because someone is finally watching.
On 7 April, the Singapore government declared a circuit breaker period which restricted social interaction in the community, to minimize the spread of Covid-19. This meant a significant loss of income for dance teachers, studio owners and entertainment venues and other artists. Some studios had to close permanently, while performing arts schools had to move assessment presentations online. The Singapore Youth Festival (SYF) 2020 moved online to keep the spirit of camaraderie of the festival alive, allowing digital video entries from students. The partial lockdown was eased by mid-May. In the tertiary performing arts institutions, Nanyang Academy of Fine Arts (NAFA) and LASALLE, performances continued only online. Collaborative works, which meant intermingling of different cohorts, were cancelled or postponed, to the frustration of the students. However, they understood that, with the developing health crisis, such constraints were unavoidable.

Several Singaporean institutions host international learners; summer holidays in June usually mean that foreign students return to their home countries. Even as the circuit breaker was lifted and Singapore started reopening, the worsening infection across the world necessitated the closure of ports. Students risked not being able to finish their studies if they chose to return to their countries of origin. Staying, on the other hand, entailed added board and lodging costs. This became more worrisome, as the students were stuck in a limited space without proper training to keep fit for the next school year. Fortunately, The Human Expression’s (T.H.E.) M1 Dance Festival workshops were moved online, and preprofessional dancers could join the activities, allowing them to maintain form and function as they awaited returning to school. NAFA opened its doors to students at the end of July, with strict guidelines, including 14-day quarantines for students returning from overseas, mask wearing and social distancing. Work from home and face-to-face schedules cycled on alternate days. Pas des deux and contact partnering classes became non-contact and variation classes, respectively. Intermingling of cohorts was discouraged and contextual work migrated online. All these changes entailed meticulous planning among the faculty, staff and students.

By August, dance studios in Singapore started to reopen, although co-curricular activities in government schools were still on hold. The Ministry of Education (MOE) encouraged its dance teachers to enroll in continuing education courses, including the Safe Dance Practice workshop conducted in cooperation with the MOE, National Arts Council (NAC) and NAFA. The course focused on the fundamentals of dance anatomy and science as well as class planning. Close to 400 teachers have taken the course, with more than a thousand awaiting their turn.

Third Space, the yearly collaboration between NAFA and the Esplanade Dans Festival moved in-house to the academy’s Studio Theatre, and was livestreamed in November. They presented works by a multicultural and locally-based team of international artists: Christina Chan, Muhammad Norisham Bin Osman, Son Yu Jeong and Filomar Tariao. This year, the school has also allowed student choreographers to showcase their works. LASALLE School of Dance and Theatre resumed classes in September with recommended safety measures. It continued with its annual collaboration, Piano Voyage, with the School of Contemporary Music. For this iteration, Polish contemporary dance maker Maria Stoklosa (via Zoom), together with Frank Joseph de Meglio (Music) and Susan Yeung (Dance), mentored selected interschool students to improvise, create and perform to the music of Chopin.

Independent artists similarly struggled during this period. Former WDA Singapore Secretary Peter Gn met with scheduling and venue setbacks for his doctoral research work For Reasons Undisclosed. Undaunted, the collaborative dance project pushed through with musician Philip Tan and film maker Jireh Koh providing the score and visuals for filming the piece, which premiered in July, with concomitant applause, dancers still found time to post their skills and works online to their followers.

Singapore, as an urban hub within the region, depends on the constant flow of travelers and international stakeholders to sustain a robust economy. A global health crisis curtailing the access of tourists, students and businesses into the city threatens the financial vigour of this island-state. Dance, as a social activity, will always be affected.

However, this has not discouraged local practitioners but has inspired and emboldened them to explore different means to create and connect anew, even within this small island. After all, ours is a calling of creativity, and creativity is what is exactly needed to survive during these unprecedented times.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, all performances in the first half year of 2020 were sadly cancelled. Since March, Taiwan has been in a good condition, allowing people to get together but with the requirement of mask wearing and distanced sitting. International and Taiwanese groups which postponed their programs in the first half of the year are now returning to the stage, packing theaters with performances. The performing arts in the second half of the year is blossoming like spring.

The National Kaohsiung Center for the Arts (NKCA) Weiwuying, a major performance site in south Taiwan, sponsored the biennial Taiwan Dance Platform for the third time, 2 to 8 November 2020. The theme of this year is ‘Encounter’, open for all in dance and related arts. NKCA has tried to enlarge the imagination related to dance performances, by relocating theater performances into the environment of people’s daily life. They announced that dancing is more than just words but also physical action. The week-long festival presented performances, workshops and films exhibitions; people of all ages joined with high energy.

In dance performances, Weiwuying presented B. DANCE performing Floating Flowers, Bululayung Dance Company in Yes or No, and a triple bill of TJmrt Dance Theater’s ‘Yarhun – Heart to Heart’, Resident Island Dance Theater’s ‘Ice Age’, and Dua Shin Te Production’s ‘A Piece of Flowers’, by Su-Ling Chou

The performing arts in the second half of the year is blossoming like spring.

The National Kaohsiung Center for the Arts (NKCA) Weiwuying, a major performance site in south Taiwan, sponsored the biennial Taiwan Dance Platform for the third time, 2 to 8 November 2020. The theme of this year is ‘Encounter’, open for all in dance and related arts. NKCA has tried to enlarge the imagination related to dance performances, by relocating theater performances into the environment of people’s daily life. They announced that dancing is more than just words but also physical action. The week-long festival presented performances, workshops and films exhibitions; people of all ages joined with high energy.

In dance performances, Weiwuying presented B. DANCE performing Floating Flowers, Bululayung Dance Company in Yes or No, and a triple bill of TJmrt Dance Theater’s ‘Yarhun – Heart to Heart’, Resident Island Dance Theater’s ‘Ice Age’, and Dua Shin Te Production’s ‘A Piece of Flowers’. In ‘Being’, Lin Lee-chen answered the deepest calling in her Heaven, Earth and Man Trilogy. For ‘Soul’, Chen Tsung-lung, Cloud Gate Dance Theater’s new Artistic Director, was inspired by Dipamkara (lamp-bearer), Buddha’s evocative Chinese name, to create Soundling Light, exploring the essence of body and sound. For ‘Core’, Daniel Wang, NTI’s first artist in residence, shared a personal tale of living with his father in the profoundly longing Wonderful.

Weiwuying has fought to keep the 2020 WDAAP-Taiwan International Dance Conference alive. We are proud to work with Taiwan Dance Research Society (TDRS), the most distinguished dance scholarly organization in Taiwan. All presenters who are in Taiwan will present their papers and performances in person, and those outside Taiwan will submit filmed versions. The event includes 30 scholarly papers from WDAAP and 30 from TDRS, 10 Masterclasses, and 24 live works and 10 filmed works in the Showcase category. The event will be held in the official WDAAP-Taiwan office in Tooying High School. The campus offers one middle size professional theater and five dance studios (two in the newly-built Arts building).

Due to Taiwan’s border closures, the 2021 International Young Choreographer Project (IYCP) hosted every other summer by WDAAP-Taiwan is still uncertain. We hope to make an announcement in February 2021 to see if we can hold the event.

2020 is a special year in the history of performing arts, as it is for everyone around the world under the pandemic. But in Taiwan, after June we have all returned to the theater, and we are waiting to welcome those abroad to join us. We cannot wait to see all of our WDA friends again.
“inner” and “outer” as well as “intra” and “inter” points to the need in dance studies to reexamine the issues of identity and geopolitics across lands and waters as well as across the global and regional; it celebrates and interrogates the connecting, mediating and negotiating power of dance, as well as the shifting relationships and pedagogies in the development of diverse dance histories.

The pandemic could not take away the passion for dance from professionals, students and scholars. Taiwan is fortunate to be able to hold an onsite conference. Although we wish we could have our entire WDA family joining us so that we could connect with each other, the conference will keep the dancing spirit alive.

Refer to this website for the conference agenda, biographies of presenters, and other information: https://dancerchris.wixsite.com/2020wdaaptdrs
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